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IPX6 Waterproof Electric Shaver Kensen 06-KTMQ21-06A (Green)
Discover the Kensen 06-KTMQ21-06A electric shaver, which combines modern technology and versatility, perfect for demanding users.
This model not only offers an elegant finish but also functionality tailored to various needs. From facial hair to intimate areas, Kensen
provides safe and precise shaving whenever you need it.
 
Versatile Magnetic Attachments
Extremely practical are the magnetic attachments that can be easily attached to the shaver's handle. This convenient solution allows for
quick and easy attachment changes without the need for additional tools. This feature makes the Kensen shaver not only functional but
also exceptionally intuitive to use.
 
Shaving Length Adjustment
The Kensen shaver allows for shaving length adjustment in the range of 1 to 9 mm, enabling precise grooming of facial hair and hair in
other parts of the body. This feature is particularly useful for individuals who value a personalized approach to their appearance.
 
V-Shaped Attachment for Intimate Areas
The  specially  designed  V-shaped  attachment  is  perfect  for  grooming  hair  in  intimate  areas.  It  makes  shaving  safe,  comfortable,  and
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incredibly precise, ensuring excellent results even in hard-to-reach areas.
 
High Performance and Quiet Operation
The Kensen 06-KTMQ21-06A shaver is characterized by high performance, offering up to 8000 rotations per minute for quick and efficient
shaving. Additionally, a noise level below 60 dB guarantees comfortable use even during quiet morning hours.
 
IPX6 Water Resistance
This  model  is  IPX6  water-resistant,  which  means  it  can  be  rinsed  from the  outside  while  maintaining  its  high  performance.  However,
remember not to rinse the shaver from the inside due to the presence of lubricant.
 
Package Includes:
1 x Electric Shaver
4 x Attachments
1 x Carrying Case
 
Brand
Kensen
Model
06-KTMQ21-06A
Color
Green
Rotations per Minute
8000 RPM
Noise Level
Less than 60 dB

Price:

€ 35.50
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